Workshop venue:
Unitobler, University of Bern
Lerchenweg 36
3012 Bern
Room F-121 (building with the red dot)

From Bern Central Station, you best reach the Unitobler by bus no. 12 towards ‘Länggasse’ (ca. 10 mins). Both stops ‘Mittelstrasse’ and ‘Unitobler’ are only a few walking minutes from the workshop venue.

CONTACT
Dianne Violeta Mausfeld
dianne.mausfeld@hist.unibe.ch
+49 172 5165 473 (WhatsApp)

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

University of Bern
September 20th & 21st, 2019
FRIDAY, September 20th, Unitobler, Room F-121

13:30-14:00  | Registration
14:00-14:45  | Introduction
Andrin Uetz, Victor de Souza Soares,
James Barber & Dianne Violeta Mausfeld
(University of Bern), Hannes Liechti (Norient)

14:45-15:30  | Keynote lecture
Prof. Michael Bull (University of Sussex):
„Kafka, Kittler and Stormy Daniels: Siren Spaces and Sound Studies“

Coffee break

15:50-16:50  | Sounds, Civil Disobedience & (In-) Mobility
Winnie W.C. Lai (University of Pennsylvania):
Lucie Poskočilová (Charles University Prague):
“I like jazz, but it is too complex for the atmosphere here: The transformation of modes of listening in Czech prison”

17:00-18:00  | Sounds & Trans-Mediality
Igor Reis Reyner (University of São Paulo):
“Beyond Soundscape: Welcoming New Ways of Thinking Sound in the Literary Space”
Luis Velasco-Pufleau (University of Fribourg):
“Sound, Space and Violence: Exploring the Sensorial Experience of War”

SATURDAY, September 21st, Unitobler, Room F-121

10:00-11:00  | Keynote lecture
Prof. Jason Stanyek (University of Oxford):
tba

10:45-11:45  | Sonic Relationalities: Beyond the Human
Patricia Jäggi (University of Applied Sciences and Arts Lucerne):
„Birds and Eco-Sonic Disruptions: Contemporary Practices and Concepts of Listening to Natural Spaces“
Dr. Carla J. Maier (University of Copenhagen):
“Travelling Sounds: Notes on a sensory ethnography of ‘Greenlandic Square’ in Copenhagen”

Coffee break

12:05-12:50  | Keynote lecture
Prof. Andrew J. Eisenberg (NYU Abu Dhabi)
“The Musical Poetics of Swahili-Space on the Kenyan Coast”

12:50-13:50  | Sonic Histories of Migration and Displacement
Susanne Quitmann (LMU Munich):
“Voices and Sounds: A new analysis of the British child migration movement to Canada”
Stephen Wilford (University of Cambridge):
„Listening for the Past in Eastern Paris“

13:50-14:00  | Closing Remarks

Lunch

Dinner at Entre Nous, Neufeldstrasse 32, 3012 Bern